We show that an ultrathin metamaterial can trap photons for a long time, with the measured longest trapping time being ∼5 ns for a microwave pulse with a center frequency of 5.5 GHz. Such photon-trapping effect is governed by the anomalous dispersion and surface plasmon excitations of the system, which is more significant in thinner samples owing to stronger mode hybridizations. Light-matter interactions are remarkably enhanced inside these structures, leading to perfect omnidirectional light absorption and dramatically enhanced nonlinear generations, which are demonstrated by microwave experiments and full-wave simulations.
We show that an ultrathin metamaterial can trap photons for a long time, with the measured longest trapping time being ∼5 ns for a microwave pulse with a center frequency of 5.5 GHz. Such photon-trapping effect is governed by the anomalous dispersion and surface plasmon excitations of the system, which is more significant in thinner samples owing to stronger mode hybridizations. Light-matter interactions are remarkably enhanced inside these structures, leading to perfect omnidirectional light absorption and dramatically enhanced nonlinear generations, which are demonstrated by microwave experiments and full-wave simulations. Light-matter interactions (LMI's) have generated lots of fascinating phenomena in condensed matter physics and optics, such as nonlinear harmonic generations, 1 light absorption, 2 and magneto-optical kerr effect, 3 which have demonstrated many applications in practice. However, such effects are typically weak in conventional materials due to short LMI time, because light travels too fast. Available approaches to slow down light include the Bragg mechanism in photonic crystals (PC) [4] [5] [6] and the electromagnetically induced transparency mechanism in atomic gases. 7, 8 However, these approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] typically require an optically thick medium, and it is not guaranteed that incident photons can completely couple into the slow-wave structures. Metamaterials (MTM) offer many expanded freedoms to control electromagnetic (EM) wave propagations, with several fascinating phenomena already demonstrated, including negative refraction, 9 subwavelength imaging, 10 and invisibility cloaking. 11 Recently, MTMbased slow-wave structures were proposed, including photonic systems with negative-refraction MTM components [12] [13] [14] or Fano resonance-based MTM's. [15] [16] [17] Still, these systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] were built upon bulk slow-wave mechanisms. In addition, using such structures to enhance LMI's has not yet been explicitly demonstrated. In this paper, we demonstrate by both experiment and theory that a specific ultrathin MTM supports slow-wave propagations, which can perfectly couple to external fast waves. In contrast to conventional systems, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] here the physics is governed by a surface-related mechanism so that the slow-wave effect is more dramatic in thinner samples. Our metasurfaces can remarkably enhance LMI's, with two explicit examples (i.e., perfect light absorption and enhanced nonlinear generations) demonstrated by microwave experiments and self-consistent full-wave simulations.
As schematically shown in Fig. 1 , our structure is a sandwich system consisting of a metal plate with a periodic array of complex slit patterns, a dielectric spacer, and a metallic substrate. The thicknesses of the top two layers are h 1 and h 2 , respectively. The inset to Fig. 1 shows a picture of part of a fabricated microwave sample. We first deduced the reflection time delay ( T ) of a microwave pulse, incident on the structure (with the spacer layer as air) and then reflected back to the receiver (see Fig. 1 ), from the reflection measurements. With a metallic substrate on the back, our system is always 100% reflective for EM waves. In our experiment, we used a vector network analyzer (Agilent 8722ES) to measure the reflection spectrum r(ω) ≡ e iφ(ω) for transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized plane waves (with H ŷ) at an incident angle θ = 20 • . 18 With r(ω) obtained, we then constructed a Gaussian pulse with center frequency ω using the formula F (z,t) = e −(ω −ω) 2 /2 2 [e −iω z/c + r(ω )e iω z/c ]e iω t dω and calculated the time delay ( T ) by monitoring the peak-position motion of the pulse (see Supplemental Material). 19 The time that the pulse travels in air is deduced so that T precisely measures the net time in which the pulse is trapped inside the structure. The T (ω) spectrum deduced from experimental data is depicted in Fig. 2(a) , which is in excellent agreement with the simulation results based on a finite element method (FEM). 20 We note that while T ≈ 0 at most frequencies, T significantly increases in a frequency window centered at ∼5.5 GHz (corresponding to a wavelength λ ≈ 55 mm), indicating that our structure can trap the EM pulse for a long time. To understand the noted phenomena, we performed FEM simulations 20 at three typical frequencies. Insets to Fig. 2 (a) show that while EM waves are directly reflected back by the upper surface at both 4 GHz and 7 GHz, they could penetrate inside the apertures at 5.5 GHz and stay there for a long time (∼2 ns) before leaving the structure (see Supplemental Material). 19 Recalling that the total thickness of our system is only h = h 1 + h 1 = 4 mm, we found that the "effective" wave speed inside our structure is v g = 2h/ T ∼ c/100 at ∼5.5 GHz. The slow-wave effect is robust against the polarization and incident angle of the input beam, and similar spectra were obtained for transverse-electric (TE) polarization cases with different incident angles. Figure 2 (b) depicts how T depends on two parameters, h 1 and h 2 , obtained by FEM simulations. In the left corner where both h 1 and h 2 are large, T depends linearly on h 1 and h 2 , suggesting the dominance of a bulk effect. Intriguingly, as h 1 , h 2 → 0, 21 T does not decrease but rather increases dramatically. To gain a clearer picture of such an anomalous effect, we show by solid and dotted lines in Fig. 3 (a) how the calculated T depends on h 1 with h 2 fixed at two distinct values. The common linear dependences exhibited by the two curves in the region h 1 > 10 mm suggest an analytical formula for T :
FIG. 1. (Color online) Geometry of the designed metasurface and picture of part of a fabricated sample with a = 20 mm, w = 2 mm, l 1 = 10 mm, l 2 = 5 mm, l 3 = 5 mm, l 4 = 5 mm, h 1 = 2 mm, and h 2 = 2 mm. The metallic material used here is copper, and the spacer is just an air gap.
We note that each aperture in the upper metallic plate forms a waveguide as h 1 becomes large (see Fig. 1 ), and therefore, v z in Eq. (1) precisely represents the group velocity for photons traveling inside such a waveguide. On the other hand, the term T s , which does not depend on h 1 , must be a surface-related remaining contribution. Figure 3 To explore the physics of such an anomalous effect, we depicted in Fig. 3 (c) the numerically computed dispersion curves for the propagating modes inside the aperture waveguides (assuming an infinite h 1 ) and the spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) on the structural surface, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the shape resonance of the aperture results in a cutoff for the waveguide mode at f 0 ∼ 4.4 GHz so that the bulk mode group velocity is v z ∼ ∂ω/∂k z → 0 at frequencies near the cutoff. Meanwhile, it was demonstrated that a metallic plate with periodic array of apertures (i.e., the upper metallic plate) was a plasmonic MTM to support spoof SPP with plasmon frequency right at the waveguide cutoff [see the green dotted line in Fig. 3(c) ]. 22, 23 However, in the present sandwich structure with an additional metallic substrate, strong interactions between the MTM and its image (though the substrate) result in a branch of antisymmetrical hybridized SPP. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , we found that the plasmon frequency of such an SPP branch is blueshifted (f SPP = 5.5 GHz) as compared to f 0 , caused by the hybridization effect. The frequency splitting δf = f SPP − f 0 is more significant as h 1 , h 2 → 0 because of the enhanced mode hybridization effect. Figure 3 (c) established a clear physical picture for the observed photon-trapping effect. The incoming EM wave first excites the spoof SPP, which propagate very slowly on the structural surface. It costs a very long time (∼ T s ) for the SPP wave to penetrate into the waveguides because each aperture has a very small opening. 24 Wave propagation inside the waveguide is again very slow because v z c here, resulting in an additional delay time ∼h 1 /v z . For the system with the small h 1 , h 2 , 21 T is mainly contributed by the surface term T s . We found that stronger mode hybridization in the smaller h 2 case results in stronger local field enhancement, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . Similar hybridization effects were found in other coupled systems. 25, 26 The stronger the hybridization is, the longer the surface delay time T s is to establish such a hybridized SPP state. This explains the singular dependence of the slow-wave effect on h 1 , h 2 , as observed in our structure [see Fig. 2(b) ].
Intuitively, one may view our metasurface as a special cavity with the Q-factor dictated by the coupling between the hybridized SPP and external radiations. However, the mechanism here is quite different from that in a conventional Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity, because we do not have multiple scatterings of light inside the system and the working frequency is nearly independent on the device thickness. In addition, our system possesses a much smaller mode volume (V ) than a conventional FP cavity whose thickness is comparable to wavelength. As a result, our system has a larger Purcell factor (∼Q/V ) 27 than the FP one, leading to better performances on enhancing the LMI's.
Consider a beam of light with a photon density n 0 incident on our metasurface. In the stabilized configuration, the conservation of photons yields n 0 · c · A = n sw · v g · S a , where n sw is the photon density inside the slow-wave medium, S a denotes the area of the aperture, and A = a 2 is the unit cell area. Therefore, we get
Equation (2) shows that photon density is significantly enhanced inside our structure by two factors: the slow-down of light speed to compress the wave longitudinally (c/v g 1) and the aperture effect to squeeze the wave laterally (A/S a 1). Inserting materials with particular light-matter responses into the apertures, we expect the LMI's to be significantly enhanced due to the enhanced local photon density, especially for those LMI phenomena based on multiphoton processes. In what follows, we took light-absorption and third-harmonic generation (THG) as two explicit examples to verify our predictions.
Recently, absorbing light with 100% efficiency attracted much interest. Several approaches have been proposed based on different mechanisms such as impedance matching, 28 gradient-index antireflection, 29 and plasmonic resonance. 30 Here, we show that a perfect absorber can be made based on our metasurface. Inserting low-absorptive FR4-PCB powders (with ε = 1.5 + 0.03i) into the apertures and replacing the air gap by a 2-mm-thick low-absorptive dielectric spacer (with ε = 3.9 + 0.075i), we performed microwave experiments to measure the absorption spectra of the entire system. Figure 4(a) shows the absorption spectra, A = 1 − R − T , 31 measured with input waves taking TE or TM polarizations at an incident angle θ = 15 • . Absorbance is significantly enhanced in a frequency window centered at ∼4 GHz with peak absorption ∼100%. 32 The fact that the absorbance can reach 100% reinforced our previous notion that photons can perfectly couple into our device, because absorption only happens inside the device. In addition, the long trapping time ensures that the photons are efficiently absorbed before they leave the device. This is quite remarkable because the total thickness of our structure is only ∼λ/20 and can in principle be further reduced Fig. 4(b) ]. The incidence-angle robustness can be understood from Fig. 3(c) , where the SPP band is found very flat, and thus the slow-wave peak must be insensitive to the incidence angle.
We designed a metasurface working at the terahertz regime and employed finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations 33 to demonstrate the THG enhancement effect, assuming that all apertures were filled with nonlinear material with permittivity ε r = 2.56 + χ (3) | E| 2 . 34 In our simulations, we assumed that the device is made by Au, described as a lossy metal with conductivity σ = 4.09 × 10 7 S/cm. 35 The calculated THG spectrum (not shown) of the entire system exhibits a pronounced peak at 0.3 THz, in consistency with the time-delay spectrum of our device calculated with nonlinearity removed. To quantify the THG enhancement achieved by our device, we depicted in Fig. 5(a) the power of THG I 3ω versus that of the incoming light I 0 , calculated at the working frequency 0.3 THz (corresponding to λ = 1 mm). As a reference, we showed in the same figure the calculated I 3ω ∼ I 0 curve for a slab formed by nonlinear materials with the same volume. We found I 3ω ∝ I 3 0 as expected in both cases, but our structure has enhanced the THG power by more than 10 4 times! Although a recent experiment has demonstrated that THG can also be enhanced inside a slow-wave PC waveguide, 36 the advantage of our structure is that the device can be much thinner than wavelength. Finally, we note that the slow-wave effect is sensitive to the losses of the metal 085125-3 forming the device. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , we scaled the device's size to change the working frequency from 0.3 to 3 THz and found through FDTD simulations that the THG enhancement gradually decreases as the working frequency increases. Obviously, the enhanced metallic losses diminish the slow-wave effect as frequency increases.
In conclusion, we demonstrate by both experiments and simulations that a particular type of metasurface can trap photons for a long time, with physics governed by anomalous dispersion and surface plasmon excitations of the system. LMI's are remarkably enhanced in such devices, leading to perfect light absorption and enhanced nonlinear harmonic generations, which are demonstrated by microwave experiments and full-wave simulations.
